
 

 

How Does Video Surveillance Improve Your Package Management Solution? 

Automated package acceptance is a game-changer. You don’t need to babysit every delivery, you don’t 

need to micromanage every pickup, and your residents don’t need to worry about packages sitting, 

unsecure, on their doorsteps. 

  

 

 While 24/7 automated pickup takes a huge amount of work and worry off your plate, it does raise a 

concern: people are interacting with a valuable part of your property unsupervised. What happens if 

something goes wrong?  

That’s where video surveillance comes in. Proper video security that captures the entire package 

acceptance area – either a full shot of your lockers or package room – is crucial to getting 

a complete package management solution. If something goes wrong in that final mile of package 

delivery, you should know that someone behind the scenes has your back. 



  

1. Accountability 

Is a package missing? Is there damage to your locker or package room area? A good video surveillance 

system clears up any confusion, so there are no mysteries – it’s always crystal clear exactly what 

happened. 

If a package is missing, video surveillance will clear up why it’s missing, and in many cases, can help 

locate the package. The Lockourier Luxer One video surveillance system is tied to Lockourier Luxer One's 

management software, allowing the support team to identify exactly which resident or carrier code was 

used at what time and day. Support can pinpoint who should be contacted in order to solve any issues, 

whether it's the resident in unit 302 who used her access code at 4:09pm, or the FedEx carrier who 

accidentally put two packages in one locker at 12:46pm. Video surveillance adds an important layer of 

accountability.  

Lockourier Luxer One archives security footage for 10 days, so if you or your residents have questions 

about a delivery, pickup, or even a certain timeframe, our support team can easily access the requested 

footage. With this information, it's easy to follow up on the issue in question. 

  

2. Security  

When video footage needs to be reviewed, the vast majority of the time it’s to clear up a simple 

misunderstanding, or to fix an honest mistake by a carrier or resident. However, not all issues are 

innocent; security is an ongoing concern for property managers and residents alike. 
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Video surveillance adds an extra layer of protection. On one hand, the mere presence of a visible 

security camera can deter unwanted behavior. If something does happen, the video footage enables you 

to follow up on the incident well-informed and well-prepared.  

Some package management solutions have only one camera – the one built into the touchscreen. Unless 

the incident that you need to review happened exactly in the navel-high rectangle in the touchscreen's 

view, you’re out of luck. To ensure full area surveillance, Lockourier Luxer One installs a camera in a 

strategic location, usually mounted on the wall opposite your lockers or your Lockourier Luxer Room 

entrance. With a panoramic view of the area, you’ll get the best possible surveillance capabilities. 

 

 

 3. Peace of Mind 

Video surveillance goes a long way toward giving you a benefit that's hard to overvalue: a worry-

free night's sleep. Knowing that you're covered in terms accountability and security takes a weight off 

your shoulders. It’s a huge reassurance to your residents as well. They know they’ll be taken care of, and 

appreciate the effort you put into doing so. 

24/7 automated package acceptance has many inherent benefits, and saves you time and stress on a 

day-to-day basis. However, if you want to protect your property with improved accountability, security, 

and peace of mind, makes sure your system also comes with a comprehensive video surveillance 

solution with cameras pointed at the system.  

 


